A sub-band adaptive filter, in which modulation and demodulation are employed, were proposed [1], [2] . The sampling rate can be minimized, while no aliasing occurs. In this paper, a polyphase and F F T realization of this sub-band adaptive filter is proposed. In the polyphase and F F T realization for the transmultiplexer [3], the sampling rate reduction is the same as the number of the sub-bands. In the proposed method, however, they are different, so the conventional method cannot be applied. In the new realization, the polyphase filters are divided into a tapped delay line and an F F T part so as to be shared by all the sub-bands. Computational complexity is well reduced compared with the direct realization.
.Introduction
Recently, multimedia technology has been developed, which make communication using both audio and image easy. In this case, if loud speakers are used, acoustic echo causes some problem. Audio echo cancelers are used for this reason. However, the impulse response length of room acoustic characteristics is very long. It requires several thousand samples with a sampling rate of 8 kHa. Therefore, a very high order adaptive filters are required, and at the same time, convergence speed becomes very slow. Therefore, sub-band adaptive filters become very important in order to save computational complexity and to make fast convergence possible [4] , [5] .
One problem in the sub-band adaptive filter is how to determine the sampling rate. Since the aliasing causes some distortion, the sampling rate must be higher than twice of the bandwidth of each sub-band. At the same time, computational complexity must be minimized. The modulation sub-band adaptive filter can satisfy these requirements [1], [2] . The sampling rate can be set to just the twice of the bandwidth of each sub-band.
Let the number of sub-bands be M , and the sampling rate reduction be l/hr, then M / K can be selected as any rational number. Additional requirement for computation is small.
On the other hand, the Polyphase and F F T realization of a filter-bank, which was applied to the TDM- number. Thus, the conventional polyphase and F F T realization cannot be applied to the modulation sub-band adaptive filter.
In this paper, a new method for polyphase and F F T realization is proposed. Computational complexity is also compared with the other methods. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the modulation subband adaptive filter [2] . The analysis filter bank consists of complex filters Fi(z), the synthesis filter bank consists of complex filters G i ( t ) . The number of sub-band is M and the sampling rate reduction is 1/K. The carrier signals applied to both modulator (MOD) and demodulator (DEM) are complex. The input signal z(n) is real. In the analysis filter bank and the modulator, the signals are represented with complex number. After the modulators, only the real part is transferred. The adaptive filters (AF) are real filters. They are adjusted using the error at each adaptive filter output. In the demodulator and the synthesis filter bank, the signals are also represented with complex number. After the synthesis filter bank, only the real part is transferred. 
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Polyphase and FFT Realiza-
Next, the carrier signal applied to the modulator is given by
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Filter 3.2 Polyphase Filter Realization
The analysis filter bank is taken into account for mathematical explanation here. The same derivation is possible for the synthesis filter bank.
The fundamental low-pass filter (LPF) is denoted
f s is the sampling rate. F,(z) are obtained by shifting F ( z ) as follows:
If the transient bandwidth is given by 2A f, then a single sub-band occupies fs/2M + 2Af. Thus, the minimum sampling rate after down sampling is Furthermore, the following relations are held. The shifting by ifs/2M is replaced by i f s l M , which can provide the same spectram arrangement as shown in Fig.2 [3] . However the relation between Fi(z) and the corresponding sub-band is changed. The arrange- F~(z) ). This is not a practical problem. In this paper, FIR filters are used for F ( z ) . However, the following discussion can be applied to IIR filters in the same way.
F(z) is expanded as follows:
(5)
The frequency shifting in Eq.(8) becomes
-ezp[ 
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Here the following notation will be used. 
3=0
In this realization, however, the term v t J cannot be realized by DFT. Another point is the condition P = M required above. This condition can be relaxed into P = n M , n is an integer. For example, when P = 2M, Eq.(15) can be rewritten as follows:
Let the filter length of the fundamental LPF F ( z ) be N. Since P = N/K, the condition P = n M can be 
Computational Complexity
Computational complexity of the analysis filter bank is evaluated here. In 
Simulation
The sub-band adaptive filter, using the analysis filter bank shown in Fig& has exactly the same characterisics as that of the original shown in Fig.1 .
. Conclusions
A polyphase & F F T realization, which is different from that for the transmultiplexer, is proposed for the modulation sub-band adaptive filter. The polyphase filters are different for the sub-bands due to mismatch between M and K. Therefore, the polyphase filters are divided into a transversal filter and an F F T part so as to be shared by all the sub-bands. Computational complexity can be well reduced compared with the direct realization.
